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ABSTRACT

The collection, analysis and quantification of human factor data are very

important parts of human reliability analysis and probabilistic risk assessment.

Therefore various human databases have been created. But a human data

management system with the functions of data collection, classification, analysis,

computation and forecast is scarcely seen at home and abroad. So the authors have

developed the human data management system of Daya Bay Nuclear Power Station.

The system includes three modules and four databases. In the paper, the authors

firstly set forth some basic problems on the human factor data, which are concerned

during the development of the system. Then the structure and function of the system

are described. In view of the important role of human factor databases in the system,

the authors also discuss the structure problems of the data in the databases in detail.

This work was supported by the project of National Natural Science Foundation of China 79570089 and

79870004 and PRA project of Daya Bay Nuclear Power Station.



INTRODUCTION
As has been commonly realized by people, human failures gave become one of

the most important source of system failure or accident in a modern large-scale

complicated human-machine-environment. It is more protrusive and pressing to

guard against and research human failures in nuclear power stations. In fact, the

reliability of hardware and software of system has been steadily' enhanced and

operation environment has been greatly improved with the development of science

and technology. So the system errors and accidents caused by the hardware and

software tend to descend, whereas the failures and accidents caused by human

failures tend to ascend. This has been clearly showed by developmental course and

the present situation about the safety and reliability of nuclear power stations at

home and abroad. For example, in 1996 the average rate of human events in nuclear

power Stations all over the world is 75% and the rate of Daya Bay Power Station of

our country is 50%11'21.

However, the human acts in the operation and maintenance of nuclear power

stations are very complicated. Besides thorough and comprehensive researches on

theory, we must analyze and research practical human failures to find the root causes

which result in the failures, and probe into their internal law and relationship. The

failures must been analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively so as to seek the valid

methods that will enhance human reliability and reduce and prevent human failures.

Therefore the collection and qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis of human

data are very important work of human reliability analysis (HRA) and probabilistic

risk assessment (PRA). Researchers at home and abroad in the field have made great

efforts and built various human factor databases, such as American NUCLARR[3> 4],

British CORE-DATA[5], Japanese IHF and HFC[6], the subdatabase of human factor

data in M310 of Electric Power Company of France (EDF), the human error

database of Nuclear Industry Reliability Center of our country etc. But the early

human factor databases are mainly focused on the collection and classification of

human data. The management system of human factor data with the function of

collection, classification, analysis, computation, forecast and so on is still at the

stage of probe. So we have developed the human factor data management system of

Daya Bay Nuclear Power Station. In this paper we first set forth some basic

problems about human factor data and our reply to the problems. Then we describe

the structure and function of the human factor data management system of Daya Bay

Nuclear Power Station. In view of the important role of human factor databases in
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the system and the emphasis of current work, we also discuss the structure problems

of the data in the databases.

1 SOME PROBLEMS ABOUT HUMAN DATA

1.1 Two main functions of human data
Previously people generally think that the function of human factor data is to

provide quantification for human reliability analysis (HRA) and be merged into

probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). However, we think that human factor data have

another important function, namely to point out the direction and the way for the

precaution and reduction of human errors. Therefore a new type of data description

way, namely relational data in which original basic relation between various factors

of a failure is kept, has been led to. Here the so-called "relation" means the whole

task design, the environment of work and management, the course that the task was

carried out and the individuals who accomplished the task, etc. In fact, besides the

performance shaping factors'71 (PSFs) that we usually use, relation includes

innumerable factors, which are either very microcosmic and specific or very

macroscopic and shapeless (such as culture). Relation is the actual power that which

drives the acts and errors or expresses the internal mechanism of acts and errors.

1.2 The data needed for human reliability analysis(HRA)
There have been many kinds of methods for human reliability analysis (HRA).

Different methods require different data. The data needed for several main HRA

methods are as follows:

(1) The data needed for Technique of Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP):

• Description of task and actions

• Influence factors or PSFs

• Work medium or human-machine interface

• Individual or group who carry out the task

• Valid time to diagnose and carry out a task correctly (time windows of

actions)

• Available regulations

• Dependence of different tasks and PSFs

• Recovery factors of different tasks

(2) The data needed for Human Cognitive Reliability(HCR) model

• Description of tasks and actions

• Judgment to the type of each act of the task



• PSFs, which are focused on skill level, emergency, human-machine

interface

• Valid time to diagnose and carry out a task correctly (time allowed and

general commission time)

1. 3 The difficulties in the collection of human data
As stated above, human factor data are very important to HRA, PSA,

precaution and reduction of human failures. However, it is difficult to collect and

analyze human factor data in enough detail and with enough accuracy, especially

when system is in an abnormal state. The main causes are [8':

(1) Human has both physiological and psychological characteristics so that

human act at a moment in a system is not only governed by the tasks of the system

but also acted on by individual internal factors and influenced by time and space.

Therefore the tasks and state characteristics of the system, namely the relations

between various factors of the system, must be described in enough detail.

(2) Any data collection depends on a certain model, which determines the

modes of original data collection and data analysis. It brings two aspects of

problems: One is that different human factor analysis models need different data

collection modes; The other is that the data collected based on a special model can't

be indiscriminately applied to in other models. We can solve the problems in a way

by the description way of relational data.

(3) Different countries have different culture and education background. The

data obtained in a country can't be suitable to other countries. Therefore each

country must collect its own data. Even in a country, each enterprise had better build

a human database with its own characteristic.

(4) Because data collection is after events (accidents) and persons concerned

usually try to find a reasonable explanation for their failures or shirk responsibility,

it is difficult to obtain real statistical data and cause condition.

(5) It is more difficult to obtain the failure rates based on real statistical data,

because sometimes when we determine the failure rate of an action unit, it is very

difficult to obtain the denominator, namely the total times of actions.

1. 4 The basic criterions of data collection
In order to ensure the accuracy; consistency and practicality, it is very

necessary to build structured data collection mode. Having referred to Balint's

views191, we put forward the following criterions which must be at least met in

human data collection:



(1) Data are always related with models or the description way of relational

data is adopted at a more basic layer.

(2) Data can't depend on the consequence of the output events of the model to

which they are subject, but can and should depend on the system or the input of the

system and internal state.

(3) Data depend on the accuracy of system model and the layer that they are

subject to.

(4) If a more complicated model is adopted, the failure (success) probability

will be reduced (increased).

(5) The reliability of the data collected ought to be controlled by many kinds of

methods as early as possible.

1. 5 The source of data
Human factor data can be obtained by the following ways:

Operation experience; Event and accident repots; Simulators; Documents;

Judgement of experts and so on.

2 THE STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN FACTOR DATA
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM OF DAYA BAY NUCLEAR POWER
STATION

2. 1 The system model
The system model is showed in Fig. 1.

The system includes three modules and four databases: basic database, the

database from other sources of the Station, external database and derivative database.

There are two subdatabases I10] in the basic database. One is the conventional event

database, which is applied to the conventional events that are at relatively lower

layers to provide information for routine management. The events in it are described

relatively more roughly. But from it we can see the causes for most and frequent

events. The other is the database for important event cause analysis, which is a

problems to the first database and try to analyze the shaping of errors more

extensively and deeply so as to find more basic causes, such as PSFs and strategy

problems etc. In view of the using efficiency of data resources, the two databases are

not independently built physically but logically or'fictitiously. They are expressed by

drawing data field. What stored in basic database are human events of the Station.

An event is a data unit in the database, so it is essentially an event database. The

other data sources mean the other human factor information of the Station except the



basic database. The external database collects and stores the human factor data

outside the Station. It mainly includes the data[11] of THERP handbook, HCR data1'21,

EDF (electric power company of France) data, etc. The derivative database is

derived from the basic database and the other data source of the Station and the

external database. It includes three parts: characteristic values of various errors,

basic human error probabilities derived by basic database or obtained by other ways,

human error data extrapolated by the basic human error probability and the other

parameters of the Station as external data. The source data module is composed of

the basic database, the database from the other data source of the Station and the

external database. The derivative data module is obtained by computation module.

2. 2 Design analysis of data structure

The structure problems of the data in the basic database are discussed in the

following.

2. 2.1 Demand analysis of data structure

• Can satisfy the demand of human data for HRA and PRA, with emphatic

consideration of the data items needed for THERP (Technique of Human Error Rate

Prediction) method, HCR (Human Cognitive Reliability) model and SLIM (Success

Likelihood Index Methodology) method [131.

• Can satisfy the data needed for human error precaution and reduction,

which are conductive to determine improvement actions and plans.

• Can compute the characteristic values and distribution of human errors.

• Can derive basic human error probability.

• Can provide the information needed for extrapolating a new human error

probability from the basic human error probability.

• Can satisfy the demand on the deep research on human act reliability.

2. 2. 2 Function analysis of data structure

(1) Can all-sidedly describe all the important information in event reports, shift

journal and maintenance reports etc.

(2) Can retain the relationship between various factors of original events (the

order about front and back, dependence).

(3) In view of the importance of task analysis in HRA, data structure should be

able to reflect the data needed, namely:

• Task description, namely a concise description of the task that will be

accomplished by workers.

• The used mechanisms and configuration.



• Site description, namely the description of the site where the task was

accomplished.

• The allowed time after an abnormal condition, namely the latest moment at

which we must act and length of time.

• General commission time namely the average time needed to accomplish

the actions.

• Written instructions and oral instructions, namely during accomplishing the

task, if are there available written instructions or working material?

• Hand operation, automatic control and the shift between them.

• Causes namely the reasons to take an action.

• Feedback of actions.

• Relationship with other actions.

(4) Can link the analysis mode of accident sequences (HRA/PRA) (namely can

provide data), fit in with interview analysis (namely the form of interview analysis is

determined by it).

(5) Can link with the method of root cause analysis used now in Daya Bay

Nuclear Power Station.

(6) When structured description way is adopted, the terms used have accuracy

and consistency.

(7) Can directly provide the statistical values and distribution of the human

error events in the database.

(8) Can derive basic error probability by the accumulation of data.

(9) Can express the extrapolation rule of relational data.

2. 2. 3 The layer analysis of data structure

There are two meanings for data structure layer here. One is that in order to

satisfy the demands on data for different layers and purposes of the Station, and in

view of manpower resources, data information should be provided in many layers.

First, it can all-sidedly describe the basic information of human events. Secondly, it

can analyze important human events at a deep layer. Thirdly, it can reflect the

characteristic values as well as tendencies of various human errors in the database,

and can dynamically forecast human errors in a way.

The second meaning of data structure layer is that according to the attribute of

data, several big items are set up, and several small items are set up under each kind

of big item, such as the kind "site" includes the small items under it as well: control

room, turbine building, electric building, ••• , other, unknown, etc. The layer



analysis method of laminar flow is adopted for the description of "task analysis",

namely a task is broken down step by step until basic actions by the nested loop way:

1, 1.1, 1.1.1, 1.2, 1.2.1, •••

2. 3 The sources of data
• License operation event reports and internal operation event reports of Daya

Bay Nuclear Power Station

• The shift journal of Daya Bay Nuclear Power Station

• Maintenance reports of Daya Bay Nuclear Power Station

• 24 hour's event sheets of Daya Bay Nuclear Power Station

• PRA reports of Daya Bay Nuclear Power Station

• Simulator data reports of Daya Bay Nuclear Power Station

• Special statistical tables for human action of Daya Bay Nuclear Power

Station

• Judgement of experts

• External data

• The others

2. 4 Data structure
The main data items included in the basic database as follows:

The subdatabase for basic situation of events includes coding for event

classification, codes of events, name of events, name of human errors, time, place,

operation state, general situation of events and accidents, influence of events, staffs

related, purposes of the operation, content of the operation, time of the operation,

failure description, external failure mode, type of human actions, and sources of data

etc.

The subdatabase in which events are described at a deep layer includes charts

of root cause analysis, PSFs, dependence, the degree of influence, internal mode of

failure, preventive measures, etc.

2. 5 Computation module

The function of computation module is to compute each item of datum in the

derivative database from the basic database, the external database and the database

from the other data sources of the Station. Because the derivative database includes

three kinds of data: (1) characteristic values of failure, (2) basic human error

probability, and (3) extrapolated human error probability. The computation module

is correspondingly divided into three submodules: (1) the submodule to compute

characteristic values of failures, (2) the submodule to compute basic human error
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probabilities, and (3) the submodule to compute extrapolated human error

probabilities.

2. 5.1 The submodule to compute characteristic values of failures

The following items are designed in the module:

(1) The statistical values and distribution for the units where human errors

occur;

(2) The statistical values and distribution for the sites where human errors

occur;

(3) The statistical values and distribution about the (unit) operation conditions

before human errors occur;

(4) The statistical values and distribution about the consequences of human

errors;

(5) The statistical values and distribution about the staffs relating to the human

errors;

(6) The statistical values and distribution about the operation purposes;

(7) The statistical values and distribution for the operation content;

(8) The statistical values and distribution about the time of human errors;

(9) The statistical values and distribution about the external mode of human

errors;

(10) The statistical values and distribution about the mode of human error

process;

(11) The statistical values and distribution about the layers of human error acts;

(12) The statistical values and distribution of PSFs;

(13) The statistical values and distribution about the psychological mode of

human errors;

(14) The statistical values and distribution for root causes;

(15) The statistical values and distribution for corrective actions.

2. 5. 2 The submodule to compute the basic human error probabilities of Station

The data from THERP handbook and EDF data can been used as basic human

error probabilities. But it is more important, more basic and most difficult to obtain

the basic human error probabilities of the Station itself. We conceive to obtain them

mainly from five aspects: simulation experiments of the Station; experts' judgement

on the human errors of the Station; PRA reports of the Station; special statistical

tables for human actions of the Station; long-term accumulation of the basic

database of the Station. The function of the submodule to compute the basic human
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error probabilities of the Station is to deal with the original data from the five

aspects to get the parameters of the basic human errors in the Station.

2. 5. 3 The submodule to compute the extrapolated human error probabilities

The computation submodule includes three kinds of computation modes: using

THERP method; using HCR model; using specific extrapolation rules. Namely,

according to THERP method, HCR model and specific extrapolation rules, human

error probabilities are computed by the parameters chosen from THERP parameter

subdatabase, HCR parameter subdatabase in the external database and the basic

human error parameters of the Station.

2. 6 The main function of the system

The system has following basic functions:

(1) Perfectly store the basic, important data about operation, maintenance, and

management and so on of the nuclear power Station in structured way.

(2) Provide characteristic value and distribution of each kind of human error,

forecast its developmental tendency, provide basis and support for the experience

feedback, human factor evaluation and management policy decision of the nuclear

power Station.

(3) Can obtain the data that can reflect the characteristics of human errors in

Daya Bay Nuclear Power Station by long-term accumulation.

3 CONCLUSIONS

There has been a certain history about human factor database at home and

abroad. But the human factor data management system with the function of data

collection, classification, analysis, computation, forecast is still at the stage of probe.

In this paper we have simply presented the structure of the human factor data

management system of Daya Bay Nuclear Power Station and some understanding of

ours. Presently the system has been basically built. But there are still many problems

that are worth further into in theory and remain to be exploited further at function,

such as extrapolation rules of human error probability and so on. We believe that the

perfection and use of the system can make important contributions to the precaution

and reduction of human errors and the enhancement of nuclear safety level.
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